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What were we 
trying to address?
• Mixed practice in teaching and 
assessment causing dissatisfaction
• Lack of clarity in modules – purpose?
• Inconsistent feedback - quality/quantity
• Disjoint between Course & Module LOs
Assessment and feedback as the most 
essential interface 
What did we do
1. Establish the practice of using the 
Learning Outcome approach in 
modules
2. Clarify Course LOs (benchmarked 
and suitable)
3. Ensure consistency between 
Course and module LOs
1. Establish the practice
• Establish Module LOs as the purpose of a 
module (and hence the degree)
• Standardise feedback approach to reflect 
centrality of LOs
• Changing expectations for staff and students –
creating consistency
Key outcomes: 
• New assessment feedback template as common 
practice across Subject Community 
• Focus on LOs and Feed Forward >>
2. Clarify Course LOs
• Aided by QAA requirements to revisit 
course LOs for exit awards
• Opportunity to align clearly with 
Benchmarking and other level-specific 
criteria
Key outcome: 
• Clear language in course LOs, with well 
articulated progression between levels
3. Ensure consistency
• Revisit all module LOs to ensure language is 
clear
• Manage ongoing practice within the team –
gives space to develop new and innovative 
feedback techniques
Key outcomes: 
• ASP as a management tool for ACL/ASL
• Healthy, appropriate, consistent degrees
• Happy students
What does this look like?
Course Learning Outcomes
Module Learning Outcomes 
Assessment Feedback
See handout (next slide)

Does it work?
Next steps
• Revisit and revise ‘Level Descriptors’ with 
more specific ‘Assessment Descriptors’
• Replace ‘generic’ Skills-based LOs which 
are explicit in the Assessment Descriptors
Key Outcome: 
• 2017/18: Level Descriptors Rolling out 
across SocSci and EnvSci (and trialled in 
PsySci)
